
asked, often CTI asked the question in a way to undermine G4S's case. It became clear that 

G4S could achieve nothing meaningful from carefully formulated Rule 10 questions. 

21. As a result, G4S concluded that asking Rule 10 questions was essentially futile and therefore 

only asked a very few questions (less than 10) in the second tranche of hearings. G4S 

understands that the Home Office also concluded that, given the hostile approach adopted 

by the Inquiry, it was pointless asking Rule 10 questions as they would invariably not be 

asked or asked in a manner designed to undermine their case. 

Witnesses 

Introduction 

22. The Inquiry has heard from a very large number of witnesses over the nine weeks. 

Inevitably some of the evidence given by the various witnesses has been inconsistent and 

contradictory. The Inquiry will need to determine which witnesses are reliable and which 

witnesses are not on a particular point. Below, G4S make brief submissions on the weight 

to be placed on various witnesses. It is important to note that, as detailed above, the approach 

adopted by CTI to questioning varied considerably depending on whether they regarded the 

witness as supportive of their assumptions and preconceptions as to what happened at Brook 

House during the Relevant Period. This differential approach impacts on the weight that can 

be placed on the evidence of the witnesses. 

The former detainees who did not give evidence 

23. Unfortunately, the majority of former detainees did not give oral evidence to the Inquiry. It 

is particularly unfortunate, that neither D687 nor D1527, whose judicial review claim led to 

the setting up of the Inquiry, felt able to give any oral evidence. G4S of course do not criticise 

the former detainees for this failure but, in the absence of any testing, however gentle, of 

their evidence by CTI (and indirectly by the core participants via the Rule 10 process) little 

weight can be placed on their written witness statements without independent corroboration. 

It is clear that the mere fact that a former detainee has asserted that something happened does 

not mean that it did happen. D390, who in his witness statement asserted that they had been 

beaten with batons during a particular incident when, it was clear, from footage played of 

that incident that this was not the case. 
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The former detainees who did give evidence 

24. Only five former detainees gave oral evidence; three in the first tranche of hearings and two 

in the second tranche. The majority of these detainees did not give direct evidence in relation 

to any of the 53 incidents of concern. Indeed, there has been no oral evidence from former 

detainees in relation to 51 out of 53 of such incidents. As detailed above, the Inquiry's 

refusal to properly test the evidence of former detainees or ask reasonable questions 

proposed by G4S means great care should be taken before placing any weight on such 

evidence. 

The various DCOs/DCMs 

25. The Inquiry heard from a large number of witnesses who had been employed as DCOs or 

DCMs during the Relevant Period. The vast majority of such witnesses were accused of 

mistreatment or a failure to report mistreatment that they witnessed. In such circumstances, 

it is unsurprising that that they sought to blame others, particularly G4S, for their own serious 

failures, for example, by reference to the level of staffing at Brook House. The Inquiry 

should treat such evidence with considerable caution given its self-serving nature. 

Mr Callum Tulley 

26. As with the various other witnesses whose evidence was consistent with the Inquiry's 

preconceptions, Mr Tulley was mainly subject to very gentle questioning. Like the other 

"prosecution witnesses", his evidence was broadly untested. G4S are disappointed that Mr 

Tulley did not feel able to report the mistreatment that he witnessed either to a member of 

the senior management team or via G4S's independent whistleblowing "Speak Out" (which 

was of course confidential) as he was required to do under his contract of employment and 

under the law. If he had done so, G4S would have been able to put a stop the mistreatment 

of detainees at an earlier stage. However, G4S accept that as a junior DCO, it is perhaps not 

surprising that Mr Tulley did not feel able to report such matters and he bears far less 

responsibility that the more senior members of staff who witnessed such misconduct but also 

failed to report it. 

27. However, it is important to bear in mind that given that Mr Tulley was tasked with making 

an undercover documentary about mistreatment of detainees at Brook House, his filming 

was inevitably selective. He needed to obtain footage that would make interesting viewing 
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the punishment of those responsible, there is no suggestion — nor could there be 

— that that element of Article 3 falls within the purview of the Inquiry. 

196. For those reasons, G4S submits that the Inquiry is prohibited from making substantive 

findings that any party has breached Article 3 ECHR or that any person has been subject to 

treatment in breach of Article 3 ECHR — or words to the equivalent effect that constitute, in 

substance, such a finding (e.g. that a person suffered inhuman or degrading treatment — as 

these are legal terms of art within the rubric of Article 3). Therefore, G4S respectfully 

disagrees with the suggestions in CTI's 'Note to Core Participants Regarding the Approach 

to Findings of Fact under Article 3 ECHR' ("CTI's Note"), generally and in particular at 

paragraphs 5-6, 8 and 18(e), that it is open to the Chair to make findings of "Article 3 

violations" or "failures under Article 3". Putting aside the question of whether such findings 

are open to the Chair in principle, G4S agrees that no finding of Article 3 breach should be 

made in respect of policies or practices — absent identified mistreatment or abuse directly 

caused as a result. It is trite to observe that a particular policy or practice can impact different 

detained persons in different ways; where it may contribute to an Article 3 violation in 

respect of one detained person; it may not in relation to an another. It is not the policy or 

practice, itself, which — in general — violates Article 3. 

197. Indeed, CTI's note proposes that the Chair adopt the "variable and flexible approach to the 

standard of proof' that was applied in both the Undercover Policing Inquiry and the Baha 

Mouse Inquiry. It is precisely the statutory prohibition on making findings that amount to 

determinations of civil or criminal liability which underpins the conclusions of Sir 

Christopher Pitchford and Sir William Gage that they were able to adopt that approach in 

the context of public inquiries. As Sir William Gage put it in paragraph 20 of his ruling on 

the standard of proof 263

"I recognise that in relation to some issues in this Inquiry, the more serious 
the allegation the more cogent must be the evidence to support a finding of 
wrongdoing. I must as a matter of fairness bear in mind the consequences 
of an adverse finding to any individual against whom serious allegations 
are made. However by section 2 of the 2005 Act, I have no power to 
determine criminal liability, and the mere fact that criminal culpability 
might be inferred from my findings, does not in my judgment mean that I 
must adopt the criminal standard in making findings of fact. On the 
contrary, I think that the usual starting point will be to apply the civil 
standard but taking account of the "inherent improbability" concept where 
it properly applies" (emphasis added) 

263https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ukgwa/20120215203943mp /http://www.bahamousa nquir 

y.org/linkedfiles/baha mousa/key documents/rulings/standardofproofruling7may2010.pdf 
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A. No, there was no pain being used" 

As such, while Mr Collier considered — from what he had seen in the footage — that 

handcuffs would have been a more suitable restraint, when he submitted his report 

(and his first supplementary report) he did not have the benefit of DCM Webb's 

account given on 8 March 2022 to the Inquiry. That account is not only credible, but 

contains two important points: first, that the wrist flexion used in this incident involved 

loose locks, enabling D191 to move his hands freely, such that he was under control 

but the force used was limited. This is also consistent with the absence of any injury 

to D191's wrists noted by Donna Batchelor. Secondly, there was a particular practical 

and medical reason why DCM Webb decided not to use handcuffs: namely that given 

that D191 appeared to be under the influence of narcotics, if he fitted while under 

restraint, it would inhibit the giving of first aid if handcuffs needed to be removed 

during the medical emergency. That is ostensibly a credible reason why a loose wrist 

flexion would be preferable to the use of handcuffs in this particular instance; one that 

Mr Collier has not since addressed (let alone rejected). 

(a) Staff present: Mr Collier also criticised the handling of the incident in that there was a 

"lack of support staff when moving on the stairs and lack of senior managers" 

(although noting that this criticism did not alter his overall view on the use of force).574

Similarly, "the technique used on the stairs was incorrect carried a considerable risk 

for all involved by either losing their footing or falling during the struggle. This would 

have been avoided by using additional staff, as directed in training, and using them as 

a brace for moving up/down stairs to secure the movement and to prevent falling."575

Again, the unplanned nature of the use of force is relevant here. DCM Webb's oral 

evidence is also compelling, and where it digresses from Mr Collier's views, it has 

since gone unanswered. First, DCM Webb accepts that he should have alerted more 

staff "if there was more staff to actually alert" (emphasis added).576 DCM Webb's 

evidence was therefore that it would only have been appropriate to call for more staff, 

if there were additional officers nearby and, from context, it appears that there were 

not, given his evidence that: "bringing more officers onto the wing would just incite 

574 INQ000111 0047 para 179 

575 INQ000111 0048 para 182 

576 Steve Webb 8 March 2022 170/21-24 
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the situation".' He explained that if he called a first response, "they'd all come 

charging onto the wing and obviously everyone would be alerted".578 Further, in 

respect of Mr Collier's specific criticism regarding the technique used on the stairs, he 

explained: 

"There is a technique to move up and down the stairs, yes, there is. But I 
don't believe it was necessary there. I was the brace. I'm more than enough 
-- I'm more than three officers' weight, so I'm more than enough of a brace. 
And I needed to get him to CSU quickly because I wanted to get healthcare 
to see him because I believed he was on some sort of substance. So that 
would be more officers, it would take time, he needed to get to CSU. So 
I was more than the brace."579

Putting these points together, DCM Webb accepts Mr Collier's view that there is an 

accepted technique to navigate the stairs, but noted that this would have required a 

greater number of officers. Calling for further support: (a) would have taken time, 

when he needed to move D191 to the CSU swiftly so he could be seen by healthcare; 

and (b) could have escalated the situation, as it would have entailed the first response 

team "charging onto the wing". Given both those risks, as well as the contextual 

information of DCM Webb's own substantial size, he took the operational view, in the 

moment, that it would be safer overall (balancing the risks of moving D191 as a 'three', 

versus delay or escalation in getting him to the CSU) to move D191 without calling 

for further staff. The relative weight of those risks may well be a question of delicate 

operational balance, on which different DCMs could validly take different views. 

However, DCM Webb's explanation is a credible one; and it is suggested that the 

Inquiry should show some deference and understanding towards his need to take an 

operational decision 'in the moment', particularly where Mr Collier has not taken the 

opportunity to discuss (or reject) this ostensibly-credible explanation given in 

evidence. 

399. Even taking Mr Collier's criticisms at their very highest — before considering, for the reasons 

given above, why some of them may not apply (at least not to their fullest extent) —

particularly in relation to the use of the wrist flexion and the stairs technique, this is not a 

This'-use of force that comes anywhere near to engaging D191's Article 3 rights. The 

Inquiry is invited to accept the conclusions of the PSU in relation to this incident, supported 

577 Steve Webb 8 March 2022 171/1-3 

578 Steve Webb 8 March 2022 171/6-8 

579 Steve Webb 8 March 2022 172/5-13 
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letter of 28 September 2017.849 That was some three months after the incidents allegedly 

occurred, notwithstanding that D2953 did make other complaints about other matters in the 

interim.85°

526. The PSU investigation is the primary evidence source because: 

(a) D2953 has not provided a witness statement to the Inquiry; nor did he give oral 

evidence to it. Instead, his account was 'read in' to the Inquiry by means of the 

Inquiry's own summary of interviews given by D2953 to G4S and the PSU in 2017.851

That is not formally D2953's 'witness evidence': it is not accompanied by a signed 

statement of truth; nor was D2953's account open to questioning by CTI or any Core 

Participants (through the Rule 10 process). 

(b) Derek Murphy's clear evidence — both in his statement' and orally,853 was that he 

had no recollection of the alleged incidents which formed the subject of D2953's 

complaint. He explained that this may have been because in: "the last five or six years, 

I've been using a lot of alcohol and prescribed drugs to get over my PTSD and my 

anxiety over a lot of stuff, including this."' However, he did make absolutely clear 

that he "did not and would not punch a detainee".855 That evidence was not challenged 

under questioning by CTI and it would be unfair for the Inquiry to reject it, without it 

having been challenged under examination, when Derek Murphy could have provided 

a response to any challenge. 

(c) There is no footage of the alleged incident[s]. 

527. The PSU considered these allegations, although given that they were not raised until 

September 2017, by which point a number of potential witnesses had left G4S, it was not 

possible for the PSU to gather all relevant evidence. Indeed, the PSU decided not to pursue 

3 potentially relevant witnesses for this reason.856 The PSU's conclusions were thus based 

849 CJS001506 0022 para 1.3 

850 E.g. CJS001616 

851 D2953 (read-in) 9 December 2021 147/5-8 

852 INQ000121 0010 paras 34-39 

353 Derek Murphy 2 March 2022 111/16-23 

854 Derek Murphy 2 March 2022 112/1-3 

355 INQ000121 0010 paras 34-35 

356 CJS001506 0026 para 5.8 
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on the limited information available to it; rather than all the evidence it would likely wished 

to have gathered. 

528. It is also important to be clear regarding what exactly the PSU concluded. D2953 alleged 

that Derek Murphy hit him on three occasions. The PSU at no point made an express finding 

that Derek Murphy had hit D2953. Rather, its language is more circumspect, noting that: 

"on a balance of probabilities that it is highly likely, that there was some sort of incident 

involving D2953 and Officer Murphy" (emphasis added).857 Even in the final conclusion at 

paragraphs 7.2.3-7.2.4 the PSU officer finds: "leads to the conclusion that something did 

happen to D2953 as he states... Therefore on the balance of probabilities the conclusion 

reached by this investigation is that there is substance to D2953 's allegations[;] 

consequently the allegation is substantiated" (emphases added). As such, there was no 

express finding that Derek Murphy hit D2953 three times (or that any use of force by Derek 

Murphy was inappropriate). Rather, the findings only go as far as to suggest that there is 

`something' to what D2953 has alleged. It should also be recalled that by the time of the 

PSU's findings, Derek Murphy had already had his DCO certification suspended and 

revoked by the Home Office and had been dismissed by G4S — for matters not related to 

D2953's allegations.858

529. The Inquiry is accordingly not in a position — given the paucity of evidence available —to go 

further than the PSU's conclusions that 'something' probably occurred between Derek 

Murphy and D2953 on some or all of 10, 11 and 16 June 2017. It cannot, however, it is 

submitted, conclude — certainly not on any meaningful standard — that Derek Murphy 

actually hit D2953, let alone make any findings as to the nature of the incidents. Indeed, 

even if (which is not accepted), the Inquiry could conclude that Derek Murphy 'hit' D2953 

on some or all of those occasions, that would be of little meaning without the ability — which 

the Inquiry plainly does not have —to provide any meaningful context to the incident: did he 

`hit' D2953 in self-defence? Was it an act of aggression? Was it in fact an unplanned use of 

force? If so, was it properly executed? The Inquiry simply does not have the evidential 

material available to answer any of these questions. Indeed, the possibility that any action 

taken by Derek Murphy was to protect the Centre from damage arises from D2953's own 

account, in which he accepts that on 10 June he was not just hitting and shouting at the door, 

857 CJS001506 0033 para 7.1.7 

858 See HOM005832, CJS0073011, CJS0073058, CJS0073152, HOM005821. 
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